YPS Innovation Committee June 2021 report


Meetings: 1 meeting March 2021

We discussed the goals for the year.

1. We start the conversation for the innovation activity for I-21. We decided that doing something during virtual A-21 will be very difficult but that for I-21 we can bring some start up from Florida group (Orlando specific).
2. Facebook group has been inactive. I contacted Jake so he can give us the permission to be the administrator and start using it again. I have not received a response from Jake yet.
3. We want to collect all the technologies, app, etc. that YPS member have been involve and put them on a section of the YPS webpage to highlight them. We are in the process of collecting this information.
4. One of the members will participate in the activity for telemedicine on June 2nd.
5. Everybody have to been enrolled in MATTER, and we provide the guidance on how to get the news from them.
6. We want to develop a highlight part for one of our members due to innovation that he is using for vaccinating in LA (#thisisourshot). I spoke with Jerry and he agree to write us a piece.
7. We talked about the transition of Rachelle when she leaves the YPS section.
8. We will do an activity in collaboration with the Value-based care committee.

Pending
1. Summer meeting
2. Develop SMART goals (at least 2 for the committee)
3. Communication with Florida group for I-21
4. Continue communication with Value care committee